
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d take 

the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been going on  

inside and outside of the classroom this week.   

Plum Class (Reception)  
This week in Plum class we have been continuing to learn about water through the book ‘The Drop 

Goes Plop’ by Sam Godwin. We thought about how we use water and how it travels after it has gone 

down the plughole or the toilet. We took a look at the water cycle and learnt about how water       

changes. We looked at how water makes steam when it is hot. We explored how water turns into ice when it is 

cold. We did some sensory ice exploration! We have created some water-based artwork using Brusho. To help 

us learn about other cultures and ways of life, we have been learning about Islam. We explored lots of Islamic 

resources including clothing, a prayer mat and Arabic music as well as looking at photos and watching videos 

on the subject. In gymnastics we learnt about using equipment and experimented with different ways of    

jumping and landing. In cricket we continued to work on batting and bowling skills.  

Lemon Class (Year 1)   
This week in Lemon Tree we have had some really 
exciting RE days learning about Islam. We have 
learnt about The Mosque, The Quran, The 5 pillars 
of Islam, Ramadan and Eid, Aqiqah, Prayer mats 
and Mehndi.  
We continued to watch our cress grow, keeping a 
daily diary of what we see happening. We can’t 
wait to see how it looks after the weekend! 
In maths, we have been practicing measure,       
comparing lengths, measuring using rulers and 
adding length totals together.  
In gymnastics this week, we practiced balancing on 
objects and jumping off from a height.                   

We have continued to practice our phase 
5 sounds, tricky and high frequency 
words and even tried some joined up 
handwriting.  

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3) We have had a        

wonderful week in Oak Class. 

During English we have been very imaginative and 
thought of wonderful openers for our sentences and fantastic 
adjectives.  We have been very busy writing our own stories 
based on ‘The Mousehole Cat’ written by Antonia Barber. 
The children produced beautiful Art work this week and were 
incredibly focused.  We completed collage pictures inspired by 
Tracy English but with a Japanese theme. We have also      
created wonderful versions of ‘The Great Wave off          
Kanagawa’ with block outline and using water colours. 
Our beans and water cress seeds are growing and the children 
are very excited to see them changing. In Maths, we have been 
focusing on capacity and mass.  We have looked at measuring 
in millilitres and looking at which containers have the largest 
capacity. 
We have compared the weather patterns in Japan to those in 
the United Kingdom. We  have practised pronouncing the 
Spanish alphabet, and in PE we practised our skipping and 
jumping.  Oak Class worked really well together and enjoyed 
another fab Cricket Session. 
 

Bronze Class  
This week, Bronze class have continued 
their ocean adventures and enjoyed reading 
‘The Rainbow Fish’ by Marcus Pfister.                 
As a class we have talked about what  makes a 
good  friend.  Bronze class have explored      
textured and patterned papers to make their 
own beautiful rainbow fish.  We have begun a 
piece of collaborative Bronze class art by 
watching colours mix on coffee filters to make 
rainbow fish.  In PE we have continued to 
practise our balancing and jumping skills and 
have thoroughly enjoyed a range of parachute 
games. 
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Silver Class    This week we have learnt that 

one of the main religions of the world is Islam.. 
We enjoyed the story of a girl who wears a hijab 
called ‘The Proudest Blue’ by Ibtihaj-
Muhammad.  We explored traditional Islamic clothes, 
listened to the call to prayer and completed a jigsaw of a 
mosque. For our Enquiry learning we completed a      
collaborative piece of art work based on ‘The Great 
Wave’ by Japanese artist Hokusai. During attention     
autism we took turns with a gigantic paint brush, a spray 
can and glitter to paint a long wave.   During             
hand-control activities we have been practising our         
scissors skills and cut out a string of people.                  
In phonics we practised pl, cl, sl, bl, fl, gl and making up 
sentences with these sounds in. We are also enjoying 
rhyming words and enjoying books with rhyming strings. 
In maths we have focused on ordering numbers to 100 
and counting money. 



Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)  
Well done Pine Class for another great week 

of learning. In English, we have been          

continuing with our story ‘Arthur and the  

Golden Rope’ by Joe Stanton. We used the 

next part of the story to write descriptive     

sentences with powerful verbs and wrote our 

own kenning based on the wolf from the story. 

In Maths we concluded our work on time by 

looking at the 24 hour clock. Make sure you 

keep practising at home!                                   

In Learning Enquiry, we drew a map of our 

own Japanese island. Children had to           

consider what symbols to use and created a 

key. In PE we practised jumping and aimed to 

beat Greg Rutherford’s long jump          

record of 8.51m.                                        

We concluded the week by creating 

our own collages based on the work of 

Tracey English.                                              

Keep up the good work Pine Class! 

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6) This week in Willow Class, we have been continuing with our Learning     

Enquiry about Japan and have begun to research information for a tourist fact-file, our focus will be            

persuasive writing techniques. We also tried our hand at origami by folding some frogs and other animals. In 

English, we finally heard the end of ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ by Michael Morpurgo and we all agreed that this 

was a fantastic story. The ending was both happy and sad but the whole text has inspired us to write some 

amazing setting descriptions. In Maths this week, we have really enjoyed the open investigations exploring the 

patterns and rules of adding and subtracting consecutive numbers. We asked ourselves some interesting 

questions from the patterns we noticed and went to prove our theories with further investigation. We continue 

to have daily Reading Comprehension and this week’s focus skill was ‘inference’. Year 6 showed 

great effort and resilience when visiting the 25m pool for swimming instruction and water safety  

lessons. We also enjoyed an author webinar by Hana Tooke who told us about her writing             

inspirations. Year 5 girls enjoyed a dance session entitled ‘Make a Move’ and we have explored 

Islam during our R.E. day. Well done everyone for another fantastic week of exciting learning. 

Gold Class  
Gold class have had yet another great week. We used subordinating conjunctions to join sentences,  
designed an Ogre and wrote descriptive sentences about them. Our maths groups practised quarters and 
halves, fractions of objects and tenths as decimals. In Art, we made amazing collages of Japanese scenes,   
people or objects. In P.E we continued with our cricket skills by batting and fielding. We learnt the numbers 
1—10 in Spanish and kept them on display to practice all week. In Learning Enquiry, we looked at time zones 
across the world and found what time it would be in different countries. In PSHE we looked at stereotypes of 
boys and girls and discussed whether just boys or just girls can enjoy certain jobs, activities or colours.           
In science, we investigated shadows with opaque, translucent and transparent objects. Well done Gold Class! 

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5) 
 What another wonderful week in Aspen 
class. We started the week with a webinar 
from the author Hana Tooke, which the 
children found really interesting.   
In Maths we have learnt how to make links             
between fractions, decimals and percentages.   
In English, we have drawn Kensuke’s cave using the 
description in ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ by Michael 
Morpurgo. 
In Learning Enquiry, we recreated ‘The Great Wave 
Off Kanagawa’ by Hokusai. We collaborated to    
create a collage and we are all very impressed 
when we saw it pieced together. 
We have learnt about earthquakes and how Japan 
sits on the ‘ring of fire’.  We practised keeping       
ourselves safe during an earthquake and thought 
carefully about what we would need to put in an 
earthquake survival kit.  

Platinum Class  This week we have continued with our focus on Japan—the children have          
compared various aspects of Japanese culture to our own, looked at Japanese writing, created some 
incredible printing in Art based on fish and continued work on ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ by Michael          
Morphurgo.  We have now discovered who Kensuke is!  The children have learnt some more Spanish 
and discovered how many different countries around the world speak the language.  In Science we 
looked at how some plants can produce offspring by producing an identical copy of themselves, without 
the need to combine male and female parts. We looked closely at the strawberry plants in our raised 
beds to see how they reproduce by growing runners and were so impressed with the clearly           
labelled drawings the children produced afterwards.  The children have completed some of their 
gem targets recently so we were able to enjoy some fun time on the bikes at the end of the 
week.  

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          


